
LOCALIZATION OF BRAIN

Localisation of function is the idea that certain functions (e.g. language, memory, etc.) have certain locations or areas
within the brain. This idea has been.

Watson et al. Different parts of the somatosensory area receive messages from different locations of the body.
The first is the theory of modularity. Patients revealed that there was an impairment of face processing but no
difficulty recognizing everyday objects, a disorder also known as prosopagnosia. Rather than being simply a
non-specific index of regional activity, alpha and other low-frequency oscillations foster communication
between brain regions, whereas high-frequency oscillations facilitate coordination within cell assemblies on a
much smaller scale Kopell et al. In fact, the proposed distributive scheme of the functional cortical gradientes
by J. With this, McIntosh suggest that if you only focus on activity in one area, you may miss the changes in
other integrative areas. Los Angeles: J. McIntosh explains that modularity is mainly observed in sensory and
motor systems, however, beyond these very receptors, modularity becomes "fuzzier" and you see the cross
connections between systems increase. Edwards, Betty. This provided evidence towards domain specificity in
the visual system, as Kanwisher acknowledges the Fusiform Face Area as a module in the brain, specifically
the extrastriate cortex , that is specialized for face perception. As therapy becomes increasingly refined, it is
important to differentiate cognitive processes in order to discover their relevance towards different patient
treatments. In this model, it is not processing related to emotional valence itself that is lateralized in PFC.
Drawing on the Right Side of the Brain. Not all researchers have agreed with theories of localization,
however. The concept is that a modular understanding of the brain and advanced neuro-imaging techniques
will allow for a more empirical diagnosis of mental and emotional disorders. Some experts advocate a
combination of the two theories, while others search for new alternatives, such as that proposed by J.
Dense-array EEG recording montages can provide more precise localization of activity. This research has long
relied on the view that alpha-band activity is inversely related to the level of nearby regional brain activity. An
influential conflicting view is the equipotential theory, which asserts that all areas of the brain are equally
active in overall mental functioning. The Modularity of the Mind theory indicates that distinct neurological
regions called modules are defined by their functional roles in cognition. Definitions as well as relevant
psychological and biological mechanisms overlap for emotion, motivation, etc. There are four key areas that
you need to be aware of: motor, somatosensory, visual and auditory areas. For example, two subjects would
fundamentally be the same neurologically before their lesions, and after have distinctly different cognitive
deficits. Most of the cerebrum is active during cognitive activity, therefore the amount of increased activity in
a region must be greater when compared to a controlled area. The second theory, distributive processing,
proposes that the brain is more interactive and its regions are functionally interconnected rather than
specialized. However, Gall and Spurzheim did not attempt to justify phrenology on anatomical grounds.
Besides some well-known methodological challenges Allen et al. The functional specialization of these
hemispheres are offering insight on different forms of cognitive behaviour therapy methods, one focusing on
verbal cognition the main function of the left hemisphere and the other emphasizing imagery or spatial
cognition the main function of the right hemisphere. A remarkable precedent of this orientation is the research
of Justo Gonzalo on brain dynamics [26] where several phenomena that he observed could not be explained by
the traditional theory of localizations. Two models of frontal lateralization The present review contends that
key assumptions in the debate about frontal lateralization are untenable in light of recent research on frontal
cortex. One such case study is that of Phineas Gage, who in while working on a rail line, experienced a drastic
accident in which a piece of iron went through his skull. Subscribe to email updates from tutor2u Psychology
Join s of fellow Psychology teachers and students all getting the tutor2u Psychology team's latest resources
and support delivered fresh in their inbox every morning. There is still controversy between adherents of the
localization and equipotential theories of brain function. These different neural interactions influence each
other, where activity changes in one area influence other connected areas. The following discussion examines
a particular line of research by the authors and their colleagues for evidence about the appropriate granularity
for the literature on frontal lateralization in emotion and suggests that hemisphere-level models of functional
differentiation are no longer viable. Voytek et al. When Sperry et al. These stimuli includes objects, parts of
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objects for example just the head of a hammer , figures of the human body in all sorts of positions and types of
detail including line drawings or stick men , and body parts hands or feet without any body attached. A
slightly newer technique is to use functional landmarks , which combines sulcal and gyral landmarks the
groves and folds of the cortex and then finding an area well known for its modularity such as the fusiform face
area. Localization Brain Function Refers to the concept that different areas of the brain control different
aspects of behavior. Studies suggest that eye gaze reflects the activation of cerebral hemisphere contralateral
to the direction. On the other hand, Sperry concluded that the right hemisphere of the brain was involved in
more creative activities such as drawing. This is an open-access article distributed under the terms of the
Creative Commons Attribution License, which permits use, distribution and reproduction in other forums,
provided the original authors and source are credited and subject to any copyright notices concerning any
third-party graphics etc. New York: Oxford University Press, 


